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1. What collective name is given to soldiers who go to war on horseback?
   Cavalry

2. If a creature is demersal, where does it live?
   On the seabed

3. What is the deepest land gorge in the world?
   The Grand Canyon

4. What is the last word of Rule Britannia?
   Slaves

5. Which planet lies between Venus and Mars?
   Earth

6. Cricket bats are traditionally made from which wood?
   Willow

7. Which type of transport has rubber skirts?
   Hovercraft

8. What name is given to the nerve which carries signals from the retina to the brain?
   Optic nerve

9. You would do a Fosbury flop in which athletics event?
   High jump

10. Who famously said, "I have a dream."
    Martin Luther King

11. What does Fred Flintstone wear around his neck?
    A tie

12. Which black gourmet fungus is a native of France's Perigord region?
    Truffle

13. Which two colours are most frequently confused in colour blindness?
    Red and green
14 What do you do with a wonton?  
   Eat it

15 What was banned by Napoleon which led to the development of sugar beet?  
   Imported sugar

16 Which British wild animal is quicker going uphill than downhill?  
   Hare

17 What type of person was Laughing in the famous portrait?  
   Cavalier

18 What do the letters in the acronym LED stand for?  
   Light Emitting Diode

19 Where is the Bay of Rainbows?  
   On the moon

20 Which dog’s name comes from the Welsh for dwarf dog?  
   Corgi

21 Which side of the brain is more concerned with rational thought?  
   Left

22 Nitrous oxide is also known as what?  
   Laughing gas

23 What does a Catholic call the string of beads used when praying?  
   Rosary

24 What animal’s name translates as water horse?  
   Hippopotamus

25 What is a Clouded Yellow?  
   A butterfly

26 How many teeth do human adults have?  
   32
27  What fungus is used in the bread making process?
   Yeast

28  Which French phrase used in English means a false step or mistake?
   Faux pas

29  Americans call it a wrench, what would we call it in the UK?
   Spanner

30  Nylon took its name from which two cities?
   New York, London

31  Which famous fictional bear came from Peru?
   Paddington

32  How many points win a game of badminton?
   15

33  In law, what is a citizen of no particular nation called?
   A stateless person

34  Are most conifers evergreen or deciduous?
   Evergreen

35  What is the emergency phone number in the US?
   911

36  In which country did golf originate?
   Scotland

37  Which story was West Side Story based on?
   Romeo & Juliet

38  What is the only 5-letter word in the English language ending in the letters 'mt'?
   Dreamt
39. What is the largest city in New Zealand?
   Auckland

40. Who is the patron saint of Ireland?
   St. Patrick

41. On the twelfth day of Christmas what are the 6 geese a-doing?
   Laying

42. The range of the pH scale is zero to what?
   10

43. What can be great white, tiger or whale?
   Shark

44. Boo Boo was who's sidekick?
   Yogi Bear

45. What is the most recognizable physical feature that suggests a lion is male?
   Its mane

46. How many points are scored for a try in Rugby league?
   Four

47. What does Genghis Khan mean?
   Universal ruler

48. What is the young of a shark called?
   A pup

49. In which country is the world's second highest mountain, K2?
   Pakistan

50. The brown bear is also known by what name?
   Grizzly Bear
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